
	  

Mascots and Street Performers in Times Square 	  

Introduction	  

   Being a resident of New York City, it was impossible for me not to have walked 

through Times Square. Anyone who walks through that area of Manhattan will notice 

something quite strange; a bunch of individuals fully dressed in costumes who wander 

around and hug people for money. This was one of the oddest social situations I have 

ever observed. What made it stranger was the fact that nearly every New Yorker accepted 

it as a normal phenomenon. Many actually embraced these mascot-looking figures. The 

mascots aren’t the only odd sight one will find in Times Square. There are also street 

performers who may be clothed in costume, covered in body paint, or they may not have 

clothes at all (except for their genitals, for that would be a violation of the law). I sought 

to analyze the social interaction involving these street artists and those who received 

them well.	  

Field Notes	  

General Observations	  

There are many different mascots. Of the ones I observed are Hello Kitty, Elmo, a 

Smurf, Puss in Boots, Mario, and Woody. They would walk around trying to get photos 

with pedestrians, in the hope that you will pay them afterwards, for there is no obligation 

to pay them after getting a photo taken. As such, the mascots would tend to group 

towards people who showed high energy, enthusiasm, and optimism, for these kinds of 

people are much more likely to pay money. These characters were almost always 

approached by either very young (age < ~10) or elderly (age > ~50) New Yorkers. 



	  

Tourists however, approached them regardless of age. In all demographics, it is 

predominantly the female gender that most approaches the mascots. The mascots repelled 

teenaged to middle-aged New Yorkers. However, the illusionists and street performers 

attracted these New Yorkers. Also to note, I observed the mascots huddling up to 

distribute their money amongst each other. 	  

There were also statue of liberty mascots. These mascots did not draw much 

attention or many people to them. This may be due to the nature of the statue of liberty as 

a statue, which is boring. The aforementioned characters such as Mario, Woody, and 

Elmo are all characters that have cultural and childhood references; there are established 

emotional connections to these characters and memories from childhood about these 

characters that bring up a positive feeling. The statue of liberty however, is a historical 

figure that is not typically involved with childhood or culture. There has not been an 

established, common, positive/emotional connection to the statue of liberty that most can 

relate to, and thus not many people will be attracted to this figure.	  

Experience of Fieldwork	  

 Going out into public and taking notes on social interaction is definitely different 

than purely observing social interaction. For one thing I had to take my notes without 

trying to look conspicuous or as if I was studying people. To do this I sat on the curb of 

the sidewalk not too near but not too far from where the mascots were located. To further 

decrease my conspicuousness I brought a friend along to create the appearance that we 

were working on something together, apart from our surroundings. After I created my 

facade, I had to analytically observe the interactions between the mascots and the 



	  

pedestrians, looking out for connections between gender, age, frequency of encounters, 

and basically the characteristics of those who enjoyed the mascots and the characteristics 

of those who didn’t. Throughout the process I didn’t feel as though I was a part of New 

York City; it was as though I was a foreign object in someone’s immune system, 

somehow floating by undetectably. Nevertheless, it wasn’t a difficult or awkward 

experience.	  

	  

Research	  

Legal Concerns	  

 With regard to the legal aspect of going around in Hello Kitty costumes and 

hugging random passerby's, section 240.35 of the New York penal code states that "being 

masked or in any manner disguised by unusual or unnatural attire or facial alteration…a 

public place…is guilty of loitering." (Bogad, n.d.). However is it legal when "it 

occurs…like entertainment…when such entertainment is held in a city which has 

promulgated regulations in connection with such affairs, permission is first obtained from 

the police or other appropriate authorities." (Bogad, n.d.). This leads me to believe that 

there is some kind of organization that the mascots and other street artists/performers on 

Times Sqaure is working for. Either that or they all managed to independently obtain 

permissions from the city to perform, which isn’t so likely. Furthermore because I 

noticed the mascots sharing money with each other at one point, so they couldn’t be 

independently working. 	  

Social and Artful Performance	  



	  

 Jeffrey D. Mason describes all human interaction as a "performance" that does not 

necessarily have to be in an artful context. According to Mason, all performance involves 

directly observed behavior, is directly interactive so that behavior in not only influenced 

by the presence of the observer but also the observer's reactions, and it occurs within the 

framework of a contract so that observers can attempt to negotiate or revise while the 

performance occurs (Mason, 1996). A concrete example of this would be a male courting 

a female. It involves the directly observed behavior of the male by the female, the female 

reaction has a great impact how the male courts her, and it occurs within the framework 

of a contract. If he can "perform" well enough, that is successfully court her, then she 

may agree to be his. This social framework can also be applied to much simpler social 

situations, such as merely asking someone to pour oneself a glass of wine. The 

framework can be applied to any situation really, and so Mason categorizes performance 

into two types which each have distinct characteristics: social performance and artful 

performance (Mason, 1996). He places these two types at the ends of a spectrum, where 

the social end is the most conventional and the artful end is the least conventional 

(Mason, 1996).  	  

  Social performance is the normal, everyday interaction people have with each 

other (Mason, 1996).  This kind of performance occurs most commonly and is typically 

intended to gain something out of someone (Mason, 1996). It is transactional - each 

participant in a social performance performs to change the other participant's behavior to 

serve some purpose (Mason, 1996). Courting, pouring wine, asking for help, 

recreationally speaking with others, and pretty much any regularly occurring social 



	  

behavior falls into this category. Social performance is also typically spontaneous; most 

everyday interaction is not rehearsed beforehand (Mason, 1996). When people have 

conversations, go out to dinner, or play with their children they do not plan out every 

action they make. These details characterize social performance, which is the most 

conventional and opposes artful performance (Mason, 1996).	  

 Artful performance is the least conventional kind of interaction and opposes social 

performance. Observers take a passive and reactive role. In this sense, the artful 

performance differs from the social in that the participants of the social performance have 

equal roles (Mason, 1996). Social performers interact equally with each other. However, 

this equality does not exist in an artful performance. The participants of an artful 

performance fall into two categories: the performer(s) and the observer(s) (Mason, 1996). 

The performers must follow a rigid, structured way of behaving which they must adhere 

to, a behavior which has been rehearsed and meticulously planned out. Any artist can 

exemplify this; opera singers must act and sing according to a script in order to be 

successful opera singers, musicians must adhere to playing what their sheet music 

dictates, and ballet dancers adhere to a structured dance routine. The observers/audience 

however, merely observes these performances. As such the behavior on both sides of an 

artful performance is unequal. On the observers’ side, they must accept that the 

performers in an artful performance take on a persona different from their actual selves 

and accepts new social rules. They agree to look past the actual reality of an artful act, 

and they agree to embrace fiction as reality (Mason, 1996).	  

Analysis	  



	  

The street performance in Times Square is a performance that is kind of a mix of 

artful and social performance. In terms of Mason's spectrum, the mascots would be more 

toward the social end (but not at the social end) and the illusionists or actual street 

performers would be more toward the artful end. The mascots defy regular social 

convention since they are wearing costumes of popular characters in American culture to 

create a virtual persona that people embrace. However, they are not exactly putting on a 

deliberate and structured performance for the passing pedestrians in Times Square. Like 

social performance, the mascot exhibit some degree of spontaneity and freedom, for their 

behavior is dependent on the active, reciprocal behavior of the pedestrians; they may 

exist accept or reject the mascots. The street performers and illusionists however do not 

rely as much on their audience for their performance; they appear to perform almost 

independent of their audience's behavior. Furthermore their performances are definitely 

rehearsed, structured, and consequently lack spontaneity. These kinds of performers also 

take on a new persona that is not themselves, and the audience agrees to embrace that 

virtual reality. 	  

Conclusion	  

Both the mascots and the street performers actually do receive many customers 

throughout the day, which disproves my original hypothesis that they do not make much 

business. Typically either the very young or the very old are attracted to the mascots, 

while teenagers and middle aged pedestrians are attracted to the illusionists and other 

such performers. Of all age groups, it is predominantly females who were attracted to the 

mascots, and for the street performers there was no distinction in gender. For all ages and 



	  

genders, people are more attracted to more familiar mascots who they most likely have an 

emotional connection with, which probably stemmed from childhood experiences of 

seeing this mascot as a character in popular media, i.e. Disney movies. The mascots have 

been observed to distribute their earnings amongst each other; because it is illegal to 

publicly disguise your face/identity unless it is done in connection with some sort of 

entertainment entity, this leads me to believe that the mascots are not working 

independently, and are perhaps lower-lever workers employed by someone in a higher 

position, much like how cashiers handle money directly but not for themselves. 	  
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